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Revisit one of the most beloved books in Laura Ingalls Wilderâ€™s classic Little House series with

this gorgeous hardcover, unjacketed edition of Little House in the Big Woods, featuring a special

foreword from Laura Bush, all-new iconic cover art, and no interior art.This beloved story of a

pioneer girl and her family begins in 1871 in a log cabin on the edge of the Big Woods of Wisconsin.

Laura lives in the little house with her pa, her ma, her sisters Mary and Carrie, and their dog, Jack.

Pioneer life is sometimes hard for the family, but it is also exciting as they make their own

homemade toys and treats, do the spring planting, bring in the harvest, and visit town. And every

night Laura and her family are safe and warm in their little house, with the happy sound of Paâ€™s

fiddle to send them off to sleep.Based on the real-life adventures of Laura Ingalls Wilder, Little

House in the Big Woods is the first book in the award-winning Little House series, which has

captivated generations of readers with its depiction of life on the American frontier.
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These are labeled as children's books and children may like or love them. Though in my

experience, adults seem to like and appreciate them much more. These are good stories, and they

are fascinating. The writing is simple yet articulate and very easy to picture, so they ARE great



children's books. All you ever wanted to know about the life of that time period is right here. Okay

it's true that these books and the television show that came from it is as much a moral lesson for

children as a compelling group of stories.It's almost like a lesson in respect and courage and family

in every chapter of the series, kind of like the show. Though this first book is just a starter, it's mostly

about the process of day to day life. I can say be careful to parents that want to read this to children

not old enough to read this themselves though. If you are at all cautious of or worried about telling

your younger children of certain practices like curing meat or something like that for whatever

reason, then this may not be a book to buy. I suggest that if you have any reservations about how

your children would react to hearing things like how Laura and Mary used an air filled and tied up

pig bladder as a ball [By far the most explicit thing in the book and only mentioned for a paragraph

or two] then maybe you should get this book from the library and proof read it first. Remember

though this is mostly a nice series it is a dose of reality from a tough time in American history where

each person or family had to make what they had and survive off the land if they were in the more

unsettled territories. If you do like this book for yourself and or your children, or enjoy the show then

you will probably like all the other books as well.
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